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MODERN HOT POINT LLC (MHP)

Warehousing

is a non-asset based NVOCC owned independent freight forwarding
company, established in2OO9 with the concept of providing our customers

with a comprehensive partnership, to enhance every aspect of their
f reight forwarding requirements. Headquartered in Muscat and
incorporated under the Commercial Laws of the Sultanate of Oman with
its primary function being to exclusively manage the entire commercial
and operational activities in its core business of Shipping, Logistics,
Trading and Allied services. Since our inception we have been dedicated
team towards providing the best of the breed services for our clients.
We understand the importance of our client coming to us & the reason
of them coming in. Thus for us to serve our clients with better various
services to cater to your general and specifrc requirements. This has
been achieved through our sustained practice of adapting our services
to meet the requirements of our clients and continuing to conform to
their individual needs. Empowered by a highly trained and experienced
team, well equipped facilities and the expertise of management, and
combined all these features help you to achieve, the goals in which you
may have set for your business.

Freight Forwarding

Our main focus is to offer clients the End to End Logistics service, were
client doesn't need surf multiple service providers at different situation.
We have more than 2OO professional business partners across the
world. Our main activity LCL Consolidation into Muscat (direct Boxes),
NVOCC activity with own fleet of containers (20',40', DV HC, OT, FL)
Air Freight, Overland Transport with in Upper and Lower Gulf.

Custom Brokerage

When you choose

MH

P Customs Brokerage you get outstanding

Our Warehouse is geographical located in middle of Muscat and Sohar
which are two major ports in Oman, with 24hours CCTV surveillance,
with Ramp and Forklift facility round the clock operational, our covered
warehouse is of TOOO sq ft with so%temperature controlled, and 15000
sq ft open yard available for long and short term storage on nominal
rents.

Heavy Lift

We have our fleet of heavy lifts like Cranes upto 500 tons, Fork Lifts upto
l-0 tons, Crane mounted trailers. Same can be supplied depending upon
the clients requirement on Daily, Weekly and monthly basis.

Project Cargo

MHP

projects specializes in complex, high-value, heavy-lift and
nd i nternationa I frei ght

service and value guaranteed. People still make the difference. The best

over-d i mensiona I project cargo, globa I logistics

technology can't do the job on its own. More than ever, it takes well
trained, customer-focused people to use technology to meet the needs
of their customers. MHP people are specially motivated, because MHP
is a company owned and operated by its employees. We're dedicated to
meeting our customers' needs. We're committed to training to ensure
our people make the best use of our resources.

forwarding services. Team MHP has an established reputation of
multi-modal project cargo success and remote location forwarding
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experience backed by proven innovative logistics solutions and service
excellence. Customers can count on M H P for reliable, professional,
safe and compliant global forwarding. Our highly skilled professionals
combine flexibility and responsiveness with maritime shipping, engineering
and global project management resources anywhere in the world.

